Terms & Conditions
1.The pay out of interest in Term Deposit under Monthly Interest Certificate scheme, take place at a
discounted rate as prescribed under the IBA guidelines.
2.The pay out of interest for Quarterly Interest Certificate is applied on simple Interest basis.
3.Premature Encashment:
a. For Rupee Term Deposits of a contracted amount, interest rate shall be 1.00% below the card rate,
prevailing as on the date of deposit, as applicable for the period the deposits has remained with the
bank.
b. In case the Term Deposit is closed prematurely, before completion of the minimum period of 7 days,
no interest shall be paid for the Term Deposit.
c. In the event of the death of one depositors, premature termination and payment of Term Deposits
held in ‘Either or Survivor’ or ‘Former or Survivor’ or ‘any one’ basis shall be allowed to survivor/s.
Such payment to survivor/s shall give valid discharge to the bank. Such premature withdrawal shall
not attract any penal charges. However, the interest rate shall be the rate applicable for the period
the deposit has remained with the bank of contracted rate, whichever is lower.
d. In the event of ‘With disposal‘ instruction being ‘Either or Survivor’ and a premature withdrawal is
required by either of the joint holders even when both are not alive:
In case either one of us requests the bank, to allow either of us prematurely withdraw the said
deposit, the bank is entitled to honour the same. We further affirm that the payment of proceeds of
such deposits to either one of us represents a valid discharge of the bank’s liability, provided there is
no order from a competent court restraining the bank from making the payment from the said
account to either of us.
e. Where the deposit is held singly and premature withdrawal is required by the nominee in the event id
the death of the deposit holder:
In the event of my death, the nominee named for the deposit is entitled to prematurely withdraw the
said deposit, if he/she so requests the bank, without seeking the concurrence of my legal heirs. I
further affirm that payment of the proceeds of such deposit to the nominee represents a valid
discharge of the bank’s liability.
4. All encashment or withdrawal of Fixed Deposits can be made at the branch where the deposit was
booked.
5. In case of minor, minor declaration needs to be filled in.

